
 
 
 
MINTUES OF MEETING DATED 8.3.10 
 
Dear All 
 
In our meeting dated 8.3.10, attended by myself, mr vijay parikh, mr sharad narain 
, mr amit awasthi ( principal - prernaa schools ), mr gaurav dubey ( surveyor - 
prernaa schools ) the following points were discussed 
 
1 ) working being done at the government schools was discussed and plan on how to 
proceed 
2 ) need to scrutinize government spending and budgets on education  
3 ) giving of ad for volunteers to be postponed in order to see the problems we may 
face from the syndicate of persons misutilizing the spendings through government 
budgets.  
4 ) we should adopt three more schools from BSA ( government schools ) to study 
the problems as well as check our capabilities 
5 ) meanwhile documentation to be prepared for volunteers so that they may know 
what to do, their powers, heirarcy prevailing, how to tackle problems, to do - not to 
do as well as a code of conduct for the prerna volunteers 
6 ) once ad is given and we get volunteers, we will try to cover all the 300-400 
government schools or as many as possible depending on no of people we find as 
sincere volunteers. Prerna will provide training, regular frequency meetings, 
trouble shooting support, liasioning support with government, organize joint 
programmes for children of all schools such as talent contest, painting contest and 
the like and employ specialized teachers for rotation amongst the schools 
7 ) effort to be made to bring up the level of these schools to somewhat nearer that of 
good private schools by improving the quality of education as well as infrastructure. 
we have started by providing a harmonium and sports items in the two government 
schools adopted. lot of other improvements have been done. 
8 ) need to involve the industrialists and professionals with the movement. 
9 ) montly expenditure would be shared by the core team members 
 
Please find enclosed list of schools in city area ( around 300 ) and some highlights of 
2009-10 budget related to education, as well as the expenditure incurred for the 
month of February. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


